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The name Eos was derived from Eos , the Greek goddess of the dawn. However, a limited
number of base trim models were sold as models of in the United States. Unlike the Cabrio,
which was a convertible version of the Golf hatchback, the Eos was a standalone model with all
new body panels, although it shared the platform and components from the Volkswagen Golf
Mk5. The wheelbase matches the Golf Mk5 and Jetta. The Eos incorporates into its five piece
folding roof an integrated and independently sliding glass sunroof â€” making the Eos the only
retractable hardtop of this kind. The roof folds automatically into the trunk in twenty five
seconds, thereby reducing trunk space from The design of the roof system is complex with its
own hydraulic control system and numerous rubber seals. Periodic maintenance must be done
to keep the seals conditioned so that they function properly. Proper body alignment is critical
for proper top function. A facelifted Volkswagen Eos appeared in October , and went on sale as
a model of outside Europe. This facelift includes a revised front and rear fascias, headlights and
tail lights, side mirrors, as well as new wheel designs. The White Night edition was a special
edition with custom wheels, custom black interior and a black and white colour scheme
package. Other features include black mirror covers, radiator grille and trim strips, black Nappa
leather seats, door and side trim and black steering wheel with light coloured seams, trim strips
and radio trim in candy white, sill panel strips with white night letters. This option is available
with all non V6 models. Sales of the Eos steadily declined, as hardtop convertibles fell out of
favour with buyers. In addition, the Eos was based on the Mark 5 platform, and by , it had
become the last model produced on it. With sales declining, Volkswagen elected to not migrate
the model to a more current platform, as a redesign would have proven costly. During ,
Volkswagen announced that the model would be discontinued with a close of the model year of
, and Volkswagen produced a Final Edition trim to mark the occasion. This only version slotted
into a mid trim range in the United States, and replaced the Sport trim previously sold there. The
Final Edition was available in three basic colours: black, brown and white. In August ,
Volkswagen surprised the North American market, by saying that there would be a very limited
run of Eos cars of in the basic Komfort trim only. In October , at least one dealer was quoted as
saying only 1, cars were made available for the United States in four colours: black, brown, red
and white. Since , the Komfort trim had developed to include a fairly rich complement of
standard features to include in dash navigation. These cars were far from being considered
'basic' and in fact were quite well equipped. The final cars of carried a MSRP a good bit below
what exactly the same trim line had commanded a year or two earlier, making them a relative
bargain as the model finally closed out. By May , the cars were all but gone from dealers. The
Eos was released in Europe in the first quarter of , and in North America in the third quarter of
Right hand drive markets, such as Japan, began sales in October , followed by New Zealand and
Australia in January It was released in South Africa in the second quarter of From Wikipedia, the
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Volkswagen Eos is a four-seat, folding-hardtop convertible that's named for the Greek goddess
of the dawn. While its body isn't quite as sexy as "goddess" implies, the Eos has a dynamic
look to it, especially with the top down. It's a little too matronly for its capabilities. Inside,
though, the Eos's cabin sports GTI style and enviable Volkswagen materials, and room enough
even for adult males in back. Two engine choices are available in the Volkswagen Eos: a 2.
Volkswagen's brilliant dual-clutch automatic is available--it can be shifted like a manual without
the clutch pedal. There's also a hp 3. Handling is one of the Eos's best features; it's relaxed
enough so that you enjoy the convertible experience, but firm enough to charge around your

favorite roads. The convertible roof in the Volkswagen Eos uses eight electric motors to unlatch
from the windshield header and flip and fold under the metal trunklid in 25 seconds. The cargo
area is a manageable 6. The convertible roof also has a setting that opens the front section like
a sunroof. Sixteen-inch wheels and an active, pop-up roll bar are among the standard features
on the Volkswagen Eos. Options include a navigation system and an upmarket audio system.
The Volkswagen Eos is a four-seat, folding-hardtop convertible named for the Greek goddess of
dawn. The name goes further than the shape. The Volkswagen Eos is handsomely designed
inside, though. ConsumerGuide lauds the "clear gauges [that] complement mostly handy,
intuitive controls. Convertibles, by nature, have a split personality when it comes to styling.
Their character can change dramatically whether the top is up or down. The Volkswagen Eos
avoids some of this by using a hardtop convertible roof instead of the typical cloth number. Due
to the added weight and lost structural rigidity that is inherent in a convertible, performance
numbers usually suffer compared to a comparable fixed-roof vehicle. However, the Volkswagen
Eos manages to perform well in outright speed and in handling. In the Eos, Volkswagen offers a
choice of two engines: a hp, 2. Both engines provide admirable performance, and Cars. The
transmission options available on the Eos were highly praised in reviews read by
TheCarConnection. Aside from engine and speed characteristics, the Volkswagen Eos handles
itself very well on the road, especially for a convertible. The editors at TheCarConnection. In a
testament to the car's undeniable quality, Kelley Blue Book feels that "the Eos' interior is more
attractively designed and better put together than those of some cars we've driven with sticker
prices twice as much. Consumer Reports recently chose the Eos as its favorite four-seat
hardtop convertible, besting the likes of the BMW i, based in part on its quality. Comfort doesn't
quite live up to exceptional quality scores in the Eos; Volkswagen earns an 8 out of 10 in this
category. Popular Mechanics observes that the Volkswagen Eos's innovative roof causes the
rear occupants to be "cramped, both in shoulder space and, with the top up, headroom. Even
with the top up, ConsumerGuide feels that the Eos "[suffers] from noticeable wind noise," and
"some testers complain of rear-tire roar on coarse pavement. Edmunds notes that several
competing automakers offer hardtop convertibles, but their "execution is nowhere near as
polished as the VW's. With its eight electric motors latching and unlatching the roof at the push
of a button, TheCarConnection. Engineers at Volkswagen have done an excellent job of building
a strong list of safety features into the Eos. The one area in which the IIHS deems improvement
is needed is overall rear impact performance, where the Eos earned a rating of Marginal. To
assist drivers with parking lot mobility and safety, upper-end versions of the Eos Volkswagen
are fitted with a reverse warning system that alerts drivers if they are about to strike an object
when backing up. One of the biggest causes for concern in a convertible is the danger of a
rollover and what safety features are included in case one should occur. Occupants of the
Volkswagen Eos will find themselves protected by what Forbes Autos describes as a "pop-up
head protection system" that automatically deploys when the car senses a rollover is imminent.
The most widely recognized feature on the Volkswagen Eos is unquestionably its retractable
hardtop, which Popular Mechanics describes as "a marvel of metallic origami. The interior of
the Volkswagen Eos offers occupants many sought-after features, such as heated front seats in
the top-level trims and leather upholstery standard on the V-6 version. Forbes Autos also
mentions that "options include a premium sound system, DVD navigation Park Distance Control
proximity warnings, and adaptive headlamps. Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo.
Research By Category Body Style. Start a Loan Request Form Today! Used Cars. By Make. New
Arteon Atlas. Golf Jetta. Passat Taos. Used Beetle CC. Phaeton Rabbit. Routan Touareg. Used
By Year. Reviews Specs Photos Inventory. Likes Room for four Folding hardtop Brilliant
dual-clutch gearbox High-quality interior Deft handling. Dislikes Not sexy enough Smallish trunk
room Wind blocker makes its own noise. Buying tip The Volkswagen Eos has as an option the
clever dual-clutch transmission. It lacks a manual clutch pedal, but uses electronics to shift its
clutches faster than a manual can--while still allowing the driver to choose gears manually. It's a
new type of transmission that's also going to be offered on some Dodge, Mercedes, and BMW
products, and it's everything it's hyped to be. The Volkswagen Eos has a sunny disposition and
four real seats, along with great handling and VW's dual-clutch gearbox. The convertible
enthusiasts at TheCarConnection. Review continues below. Used Volkswagen Eos for sale near
change location. A navigation system is also offered on the Eos; Volkswagen also offers
satellite radio. Continue Reading. Rate and Review your car for The Car Connection! Tell us
your own ratings for a vehicle you own. Rate your car on Performance, Safety, Features and
more. Rating breakdown on a scale of 1 to 10? Compare the Volkswagen Eos against the
competition. All Rights Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. Like
a little brother wanting so much to emulate his bigger bro, Volkswagen wants its image to be
more like that of its upscale sibling -- Audi. It's certainly not a bad aspiration, but when the

company goes hog wild, as it did with the super nice but super expensive Phaeton luxury
sedan, VW loses touch with the populace. The Volkswagen Eos, however, strikes a happy
medium between being just the "people's car" and a true luxury vehicle with a luxury price tag.
Introduced just last year, the Eos is a compact hardtop convertible based on a shortened
version of the Passat's platform. It starts at around 30 grand and boasts greater refinement and
luxury than similarly priced rivals while being priced thousands less than other Euro-bred drop
tops. In addition to the added comfort and security that come with any folding metal top, the
Eos' retracting roof features a built-in power sunroof. If it's too chilly to drop the roof, you can
slide open the sunroof just as you would with a sunroof-equipped coupe. Although Volkswagen
offers both a horsepower turbocharged inline four-cylinder and a hp V6 in the Eos, one needn't
upgrade to the six to get brisk performance. That said, this VW isn't geared toward hard-core
enthusiasts despite its sporty looks. Volkswagen's hardtop convertible is certainly composed
and enjoyable on back roads, but ultimately, the Eos is more grand tourer than sports machine.
This year, the Eos' trim levels are revised. The former base trim is replaced by the Turbo; last
year's 2. The Lux offers the luxury features of the Eos VR6 on the four-cylinder model, resulting
in a substantial savings for buyers who care more about amenities than cylinder count. The
Mustang and Eclipse will beat the Eos in a straight line but fall short in refinement and rear-seat
space. The Pontiac also features a retractable hardtop, but its execution is nowhere near as
polished as the VW's. The roomy Toyota is a solid choice if you don't mind a cloth top, though
its complete lack of athleticism will turn off those who enjoy driving. In VR6 trim, however, the
VW Eos is harder to justify, as its higher price tag shrinks the value proposition. Go with the
top-dog VR6, check off a few options and you're looking at a sticker similar to other tempting
Europeans such as the Volvo C70 or the Saab Even a lightly optioned BMW i convertible would
be in reach. The Turbo comes with inch alloy wheels, a wind blocker, heated mirrors, leatherette
upholstery, a telescoping steering wheel, air-conditioning, a CD stereo with an auxiliary audio
jack, full power accessories and leather wrapping for the steering wheel and shift knob. The
Komfort adds a power driver seat, front seat heaters, dual-zone automatic climate control, a trip
computer and additional cabin lighting. The new Lux trim level has those features plus inch
alloy wheels, rain-sensing wipers, an auto-dimming rearview mirror, leather seating, a power
passenger seat and an upgraded audio system with a CD changer and satellite radio. The Eos
VR6 is similar but also has a V6 engine, inch alloy wheels, power-folding side mirrors, aluminum
cabin accents and sport seats. Options available, depending on trim level, include a navigation
system, a speaker Dynaudio sound system, a dedicated iPod integration kit and adaptive
bi-xenon headlights. Every Eos except the VR6 is powered by a 2. The VR6 is equipped with a 3.
All models are front-wheel drive. A conventional six-speed manual transmission is standard on
the Turbo and Komfort trim levels. However, it also does a convincing impression of a
traditional manual, executing rapid shifts when the driver tugs on its steering-wheel-mounted
paddles. In our test of an Eos with the turbo 2. For the VR6 running the same race, the factory
estimates a 6. Antilock disc brakes, stability control and side airbags designed to protect both
the head and torso of front occupants are standard on all Eos models. In Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety crash testing, the VW Eos earned a rating of "Good" the highest of four for both
frontal-offset and side-impact tests. Volkswagen engineered the Eos to be a relaxed touring
convertible rather than a sports car, a personality that comes through as soon as you get
behind the wheel. Its steering is fairly quick and its handling is capable, but the Eos doesn't
inspire its driver on twisty back roads. Ride quality is comfortable and composed for the most
part, though you might hear the stowed retractable roof rattle when you hit a sharp bump. With
its broad torque band, the turbo-4 provides ample motivation for the hefty Volkswagen Eos.
While the 3. A chief attraction of the Volkswagen Eos is its innovative retractable hardtop, which
incorporates a large power sunroof. The multifunction glass top fills the cockpit with light on
cold days and gives you the option to slide the panel open to catch some fresh air in warmer
weather. Of course, you can enjoy the full roadster experience by lowering the top completely in
25 seconds. Dropping the top requires at least 16 inches of clearance behind the car. Rear
sensors warn you if you don't have enough room. Once al fresco, the Eos does a good job of
protecting its occupants from wind gusts. Cockpit materials are top-grade and fit and finish is
superb. Ergonomics are solid, too, but there isn't much in the way of in-cabin storage. Cargo
space is compromised by the retractable hardtop, but Volkswagen provides a divider to
demarcate the 5. With the top up, there are 9. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands
of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to
help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply
research the type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from
our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a
used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read

dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Volkswagen Eos Convertible.
Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is
the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Volkswagen lease
specials Check out Volkswagen Eos lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. V6 model is pricey,
handling isn't sporty, backseat is tight for adults. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Find savings on the Eos for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop
alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview.
An all-new model last year, the Volkswagen Eos enters with revisions to its trim levels. The
most significant of these changes is the introduction of the four-cylinder model's "Lux" trim,
which comes with the luxury features of the V6-powered Eos. Read more. Write a review See all
83 reviews. Fun and economical ride. First off, why an EOS??? Year round SUN! Panomaric
roof? Sliding Sunroof? Owned a VR6 model for over 5 years. It did have a couple of annoying
roof water leaks that I fixed. Thank goodness for vweosclub. No mechanical problems what so
ever though. I did replace the battery s. Note that the V6 model has 2 x 6V batteries in the trunk.
To me, it's not a fast car off the line with the excessive torque and being front wheel drive.
Beyond that, acceleration is decent, especially in sport mode. Fuel economy is great, as long as
you're not in sport mode. The DSG transmission in normal drive mode likes to up shift too soon
to help fuel economy. On the highway, that is fine with MPG averaging For around town, I prefer
to either put it in sport mode, or use the paddle shifters. Regardless, it's fun driving all year
round. WIth the panoramic sunroof, I can have a warm car any time of the year. Too cold out?
Keep the roof closed, and the sun will heat the car. Too hot out? Close the panoramic roof
cover, and roll the windows down or use AC. Temperature between ? Put the top down! I love
this car, and plan on enjoying for years to come Did have usual issues with leaks, but figured
out to to eliminate one by putting silicone between 2 overlapping seals in the back, and annually
applying krytox to all seals. Aside from one major scheduled maint. The most fun you'll have
year round! Read less. Got an oil burner engine. I have had multiple issues with the top, one of
the boot lid covers gets stuck on the reams. Then I had disconnected my battery to have the car
stored for winter and I locked myself out of the CD player. So, I took it to the dealer again Then
the oil light case on around 60, I only have 60k on the engine. I never have driven it hard. I
always used 93 octane fuel and gotten fully synthetic oil changes. I found an oil additive that is
supposed to help with oil burning and it seems to have slowed it down. Plus the resale value is
piss poor. I can not believe that with all the scathing reviews of this car that it still has a four
star overall rating. I bought an EOS lux 2. I have lost track of how many times it has been in the
shop. Multiple issues, many top leaks, and still leaking, I just have up. The top broke 2 times, it
burns oil at more than a quart every miles, which VW says is acceptable. I bought the car with
32K miles it now has 44K miles two years later, we hate the car and are upside down on it so I
can not trade out. The dealership, VW of South Charlotte, is horrid. The service writers will
charge you to death if you do not watch carefully. The customer care is worse. All these reviews
are right about the roof leaking. And the oil consumption is because the turbo seals are
defective. They know about about it, but I guess not bad enough for a recall. If you wait K miles
u r screwed because there is no oil left. And they can never fix the leaks. Had the car in so many
times I gave up. See all 83 reviews of the Used Volkswagen Eos Convertible. Write a review. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 1 average
Rating out of 1 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Eos. Sign Up. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying

Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. We love modern technology and safety features. Well it only goes down
from there, and the uneven pressure will almost definitely wear your tires thin earlier than
necessary. So be sure to actually fill your tires before resetting the system. Resetting the
system is quick and easy one you know how to do it. If pressing a button simply make sure to
hold it until you hear a beep. In the infotainment system, the TPMS can be reset by finding the
tires section within the setup menu. Hit set, then confirm that your tires comply with the
required PSI values. Read More: Changing the time in your Volkswagen instrument cluster. This
entry was posted on Wednesday, June 22nd, at pm and is filed under Tips and Tricks. You can
follow any responses to this entry through the RSS 2. You can skip to the end and leave a
response. Pinging is currently not allowed. Hi i have the touareg the check tyre pressure keeps
coming on reading the manual on how to reset this If i put part load it is still there if i put full
load it come up pressure to low can you please explain how to reset it in and what exactly
should the tyre pressure be set at. The golf TSi does not have the button in the glove
compartment. Does it use a direct method rather than sensing differences in wheel rotation? I
have tiguan and light of tyre pressure not turned of. On pc says tyre pressure warning. But all
wheels are 2. How often should i have to adjust the air in my tires ,seems to happen a lot ,i have
a Jetta. I have a VW Beetle convertible. Does anyone know about this car? Low tyre pressure
indication is not diminishing even after inflating as per recommendation by VW Passat WB
edition, reset button is not responding, should I contact dealership or is there an alternative? Is
there a difference between doing a reset and re-initializing? I put a new tire on my tiguan â€”
same brand and tire size but a different speed rating. Low tire pressure light has been coming
on since before the new tire but my dealer will not do anything until I once again replace the
new tire to the same speed rating. I saw an article on line describing exactly the same situation
and how the tire pressure needs to be initialized, not reset. There is also nothing in the car
manual. Instead, the button is just above the gear stick, below the radio. Turn the ignition on
and press the button to reset. Home New Volkswagen. Sales: Service: Directions Napleton
Volkswagen Springfield. Get Directions. Hours Todays Hours. Volkswagen of Springfield. New
Inventory Used Inventory. Schedule Service. How to reset the tire pressure sensor in VW
free ford 9n manual
1974 datsun 710
kawasaki lawn mower motors
models We love modern technology and safety features. How to reset the Volkswagen tire
pressure indicator Resetting the system is quick and easy one you know how to do it. Which
Volkswagen models are best suited for college grads? How do you switch forward the time in a
VW? Which fuel should you use in your Volkswagen? August 17, at am. Jeremy says:. August
31, at am. August 31, at pm. Ed Winacott says:. December 5, at pm. Leunit says:. December 10,
at pm. Deborah Laird says:. December 20, at pm. Lena Boyd says:. July 20, at am. August 2, at
pm. Arfeen says:. September 6, at am. Don says:. October 21, at pm. Shirley harris says:.
November 3, at pm. Carlos says:. February 23, at pm. Robert Walker says:. August 2, at am.
Hannah Taylor says:. October 6, at am. Sabri Pajaziti says:. November 20, at pm. Leave a Reply
Click here to cancel reply. Name required. Your Comment. Search for:. Our Dealership Napleton
Volkswagen Springfield. Sales Hours Service Hours Responsive VW Dealer Website by.

